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Rt. 12, Frederick, Md. 21701 
9/19/75 

Mr. Bill Dick 
The National Enquirer 
600 South East Coast Ave., 
Lantana, Fla. 33462 

Dear Doer of the Impossible, 

Thanks for being able to do what I'd been lead to believe is impossible. I can 
imagine the situation you had and that it may not have been very easy. 

With each delay in preparing the book for printing I become more concerned with 
what comes back for past experiences. These are not usual experiences and I hope you 
never have them. They repeat themselves with me. There have been numerous cases. 
When I consider the potential of this evidence, of which yeti have expressed interest 
in part only, for those who do these dirty works the situation is enough to provide 
inspiration. So, I do appreciate your saving what might have been a bad trip. 

The master of the book includes many small pieces of corrections waxed on. I am 
afraid to handle it without need for fear one or more will fall off. The one time I 
do expect to have to handle it will be when the negatives are shot. eegenning then 
I oould xerox it if you'd like. You may find more in it and thin would be the one 
way to be able to use it before the book is out. "Uut" doesn't mean that much with 
me because I won't have normal commercial distribution. This is where your telling 
people where and how to get it can mean something. kAa of now it looks like I'll 
have to get $10.00 for the book plus 750 for insured mailing.) 

I hate having to do the mailing and all it requires because it prevents working 
on other books already researched and because it seriously reduces the time I can 
devote to ransacking those 300 cubic feet of files. But it is the only way. 

Once you decide what you are going to use I'd appreciate a copy so I can after 
your use see if I can arrange for the use of other parts. I have an idea from the 
documents in which you expressed interest. I have had a feeler from 20th Century-Fox 
and I would like to make: come efforts abroad. If your promotion people are going to 
want me to do any work then I do have to know what parte you have used. (If they 
have not tried it, except for TV this can all be done by phone. I've not made a 
single personal appearance an WHITEWASH IV, not placed a single ad, and by radio 
by phone have sold enough copies to pay off 100e of the printing and distribution 
costs and the book is selling OK after a year. In every case the radio station placed 
and paid for the call. I can also help them in other ways, including in reaching 
many of the college radio stations without any work on their part. Or cost.) 

Enclosed is a carbon of part of the use I made of that RFK transcript I sent you. 
I'll not take your time now for explanations but if you want to knew more about the 
meaning and possible stories in it we can discuss it. One that may or may not be an 
Enquirer story le the secret proof that in major crimes and in these political asaassi-
nations the last consideration is solving the crime, the next is hiding all the evi-
dence possible and the first is in getting a conviction or what can be called a 
"solution." There is much evidence not mentioned in these transcripts that was not 
used and was destroyed in the RFK/Sirhan case. Yet this one-aided hearing was, ostensibly, 
to preserve the evidence. 

Thanks and best regards, 

sA: 


